This is the fun part because you simply can’t go wrong. Every color in this pallet transforms beautifully together to give the area that aura your mind was drawn on. Here are Color collections designed for room to room harmony.

**DESIGNER COLORS AND EXPERT PRODUCTS**

*The perfect combination to transform your home*

**CREATE YOUR OWN LOOK**

Every color in this palette works beautifully together, so just pick the ones that move you most—as many or as few as you like. Use these colors as a guide when shopping for home décor to complete your look.

**FOR MORE DESIGN OPTIONS**

Design your personal style with these beautiful Wallpapers and Wall Art. Select from a wide range of textures, patterns and colors to suit your personal taste. Whether you want something more bold and modern or understated and classic, our designers have selected a variety of different textures, patterns and colors to suit your personal style.

Be sure to check out our Hgtv Home by Sherwin-Williams wallpaper book to explore all of the patterns, textures and wall art.

**EXPERIENCE YOUR PERSONAL STYLE WITH THESE BEAUTIFUL WALLPAPERS AND WALL ART**

The perfect combination to transform your home.
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**COLOR COLLECTIONS DESIGNED FOR ROOM-TO-ROOM HARMONY**

**RUSTIC**

Refined

Natural

**PAINT & WALLPAPER**
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COORDINATE YOUR COLOR TRANSITIONS

Great design reflects your personality and taste. But sometimes you want a sense of tranquility and other times, more drama. Using the tips listed below, the coordinating colors in this palette allow you to change the mood and feel but still achieve a unified look. Go bold, strike a balance or be subtle. That's the beauty of using a perfectly chosen palette throughout your home.

COORDINATE ROOMS WE LOVE

GET INSPIRED BY ROOMS WE LOVE

Colors we used:
- **Anjou Pear**
- **Brandywine**
- **Homestead Brown**

Don't Be Afraid to use Dark colors

Dark rooms and walls enhance all the other colors in the space. You'll be surprised with the results. You can achieve the same effect by adding dark or bold accessories around the room.

Colors we used:
- **Cascade Green**
- **Independent Gold**
- **Smokey Topaz**

Reinvent Your Furniture

Try painting furniture to tie a color scheme together from room to room, or paint the inside of a bookcase, armoire, or buffet a dark color. Make sure the surface is paintable and follow proper surface prep techniques before tackling such a project.

Colors we used:
- **White raisin**
- **Outerbanks**
- **Copen Blue**

Retain White Ceilings

Most of us tend to paint the ceiling white. Believe it or not, painting your ceiling a shade or two lighter or the same color as your walls makes the space feel more expansive. Try it out.

Colors used:
- **White raisin**
- **Outerbanks**
- **Copen Blue**

### Rustic Refined

Romantic Timeless Natural

Ever wanted to live in a Tuscan villa or a ranch set in the heart of the Arizona desert? Create that feeling by choosing a down-to-earth palette inspired by sunbaked adobe, italian stucco and sandstone. Choose brighter tones for optimistic appeal or add romance by combining warm tones of umber, copper and reddish clay.
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